Crowd Barriers

Crowd
barriers
PLUS 110 cm
barriere
antipanico
The new model is an upgrade of the basic crowd barrier released in the past years. The Crowd Barrier PLUS is 1,10 m
wide: this way the user would need to buy less items to reach a certain final dimension and 1,10 m is thought to precisely
fulfil the space of a truck.
The Crowd Barrier PLUS model is totally aluminium made. In this way the components are all welded. What does this
mean? There are no more rivets in the structure, this means that the barrier is much more strong and stable. The front
net is also welded, this makes less noise when you move the barrier and produces less dangers for people’s fingers. The
structural profiles are larger and thicker, for a higher resistance.
This is a product for big events. Keywords are safety, strength and money saving!
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End ramp available on request.
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CROWD BARRIERS
TRABES Alluminium Crowd Barriers aim at providing a safe control system on crowd during all kinds of event, concerts
and outside shows in general. Crowd barriers are the right balance between safety and comfortable systems for both the
event audience and backstage technicians. TRABES Crowd barriers, in alluminium, are very simple and easy to assemble,
and even easier to store, thanks to the light and folding structure. The assembly system, very simple too, allows the user a
fast installing operation. One needs a very simple wrench to connect more units, through the coupling system which is made
of a quick pin with bolt, for connection, and a spigot, to ensure the system stability on the ground.
TRABES Crowd Barriers are of course linear, angular and gate version for cables and backstage techinicians to cross
them.
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29 kg
150 kg
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1000 x 1240 x 1200 mm
29 kg
150 kg
1000 x 1240 x 130 mm

TRABES Gate barrier is designed to provide the user with
a cable/people cross barrier. Featured with a double safety
system, Gate is the ideal item for providing access to the
stage through the barriers line. It is also safe during the
event with its door opening towards the audience. The gate
barrier, as the other linear barriers, is provided with a new
system to cope with the uneveness of the ground, which is
typical for outdoor events.
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